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In 1786 their wages are given as from 145. to i6s. a week, while ap-
prentice fees ranged from £30 to £100 - a strange state of things. In
1811 they again complained - this time to the master-saddlers, that their
wages were much lower than in any other London handicraft trade,
while apprentice fees were from £40 to £100; their earnings, they said,
did not average more than 255. a week, and they asked that there should
be a minimum rate of 27s.27
The printers may be taken as typical of the better paid London
journeymen. In Johnson's opinion they were particularly fortunate.
* When you consider,' he said to Strachan's apprentice boy, * with how
little mental power and corporeal labour a printer can get a guinea a
week, it is a very desirable occupation for you/ Place in 1818 collected
detailed information on earnings from 1777. Earnings of compositors
were 4d. an hour or 245. a week of six twelve-hour days in 1777. They
rose in 1785 (according to another informant in 1796) to 4-Jd. or 273.,
in 1800 to 5d. or 365., and to 6d. or 483. in 1805. Men on newspaper
work had a shilling a day above these rates.28 In 1816 there was a
reduction of }d. an hour or is. 6d. in the pound, but work from MS.
was not reduced, thus equalizing earnings and removing a grievance of
long standing.29 There must have been considerable variations round
this average according to the skill of the compositor. In 1747 weekly
earnings were said to be up to a guinea,30 in 1761 from 145. to a guinea,
and in 1787 from i8s. to 263. In 1791 John Walter complained to the
City Chamberlain of an apprentice of three years' standing who
(amongst other delinquencies) had only earned 75. in the last week when
he was capable of earning £2 73. od.,31 but such high earnings for a boy
seem hardly credible.
Skilled and rapid workmen on piecework could in many trades in the
eighteenth century earn from £i to £3 or £4 - for "instance, the
Jeweller, the maker of optical instruments, or the chair-carver. The
earnings of such workmen were often increased by those of an appren-
tice. The earnings of workers in the textile trades were in general below -
those of other artisans. The silk-weavers as a class were among the
poorest of London workpeople. There was a sailcloth industry in Ae
Tower Hamlets in the hands of a few large masters, who employed both
spinners and weavers, their workpeople being "of both sexes from the
age of seven to seventy*.32 The spinning was done in a long building

